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**Expert Level Award** is designed to recognize the higher level of capability in the field of Gynecology. Conference Series aim was to develop an award that would differentiate holders from other professionals. The receiver of this award should have a dedicated fascination about their research and should take advantage in researching the recent trends and techniques towards the related subjects. You can nominate yourself by deserving the award through online.

**Professional Level Award:**

We are searching for a gynecologist who have grasped new innovations and methods for working and has looked to improve quiet care in their neighbourhood network. This honour looks to perceive a specialist or gynecologist in a medical clinic, centre who has made a remarkable commitment to understanding consideration. For the high performing senior scientists and researchers demonstrating high levels of competence, moving beyond the detail of their own practice to explore a wider perspective where they influence developments. You can nominate yourself by deserving the award through online.

**Scholar Level award:**

The Gynecology Obstetrics 2020 offers Scholar Level Award for the scientists, authorities having more understanding and association with the field of obstetrics and gynecology. Our gathering should give best stage to broaden their framework by sharing their investigation data at the congress. Presentation joins 25-30 minutes of oral visit on the legitimate research subjects reliant on the theme of the social occasion nearby 5 minutes board talks.

**Women Scientist:**

Gynecology Obstetrics 2020 empowers women for their commitment in the field of obstetrics and gynecology. The congress gives remarkable stage to the ladies for introducing the flow research and late developments in this field of gynecology. We are happy to encourage our women scientist participants through this the research awards and provide assistance to women scholars in their career development and research guidance through our collaborations. Women scientists can nominate deserving of the award online.

**Outstanding Speaker Award:**

By giving the Outstanding Speaker Award, Conference Series main motive to honor professional speakers who have reached the top echelon of platform excellence. This award is seeing for individuals who will present their developments, systems, thoughts, and plans that have been executed to improve whole deal significance in Gynecology and Obstetrics. They may have done or circulated creative research papers, been related to clinical research and introduced their paper at the meeting.

**Best Keynote Speaker award in Gynecology Obstetrics 2020:**

This honor is searching for the person who is profoundly experienced and mastery in the field of gynecology and obstetrics and present his paper at the congress in a creative manner; with the goal that crowd will get total information about the gynecology and obstetrics. What's more, we can pick the professors, editors of the diary or executive of the college for the best keynote speaker grant. If you were confirmed as keynote presenter by the Program Manager, you can nominate deserving of the award online.

**Best Poster Award Gynecology Obstetrics 2020:**

Poster Competition is carried out at the Conference, to engage specialists and understudies to show their one of a kind research. Each recognized unique will be presented at the production sessions during the gathering. Lastly, the best publication grant is given to the most meritizing understudy whose notice will be extraordinary and exceptional from others. Our conference targets at setting a platform for all the budding students and researchers to present their real-time work and share their views and aspects related to the theme of the conference. You can nominate deserving of the award online.

**Outstanding Masters/Ph. D/Postdoc Thesis work presentation in Gynecology Obstetrics 2020**

This honor tries to perceive a person who has exhibited greatness in the present advances and late developments in the field of gynecology, urogynecology, reproduction, barrenness and so forth reassuring and guaranteeing the prosperity of the neighborhood.
populace and improve their way of life.